
The Success of 2022 BC Chinese Speech Competition  

for School Students 

Confucius Institute in Coquitlam organized successfully 2022 

BC Chinese Speech Contest for K-12 students in order to 

promote multicultural exchange and to provide the Chinese 

language learning and practice platform so the students could 

display their learning achievements and increase their interest 

in learning Chinese. This contest was open to all BC K-12 

students who were Canadian citizens or Canadian permanent residents. There were two groups 

for the contest, the heritage group and the non-heritage group. The heritage group was defined as 

one or both of the parents speaking Chinese as their first language. Otherwise, students would be 

placed in the non-heritage group. All the participants were required to submit their speech video 

on-line before the end of June, 2022. 

The topic ‘I Have Grown Up’ was the theme of the contest. 

Through the speech, the students expressed their highlights 

of their daily life, their grown-up experiences as well as their 

good and lovely stories of their life and their family. The 

organizer invited experienced Chinese teachers and experts to be the judges. The judging criteria 

focused on the content, pronunciation, intonation, vocabularies and sentences as well as the speech 

expressions. As a result, 4 students won the first prize, 4 students won the second prize and 4 

students won the third prize. There were 19 students who won the special prizes. All the winners 

will receive the awards and prizes and participation certificates will be presented to all the contest 

participants.   



2022 BC Chinese Speech Contest for K-12 students 

Winner List 

母语组 Heritage Group 

一等奖
First 
Prize 

EVAN SUN 

孙浩峻

Jenifer Jiahua 
Dong  
董加华

January Wang Isabella Li 

二等奖
Second 
Prize 

Maple Zhang 

张翕儿

Lagay Luan  

栾慈慧

Xingzhi Ella 
Dong 

董行之

Suris Tan 

谭涵月

三等奖
Third 
Prize 

Elaine Xinyi Gu 

顾馨诒

Zhou, Jada 

周樱

Yolanda Chen 

陈悠然

NATHAN SUN 

孙浩宬

优秀奖

Special 
Prize 

Erin Yining 
Wang 

王绎凝

Summer Young 

杨扬善

Wu, George 

吴佑文

Brianna Chu 

朱若琴

Edison Lin 

林家泽

Wu, Kevin 

吴凯文

Maxwell Yang 

杨以奇

Felicity Chu 

朱若琳

Crystal Shi 

石晶晶

William Wang 

王嘉恩

Leonardo Yang 

杨以正

Joanna Fu 

傅佳爱

Ryan Li 

李云瑞

Shenya Yan Angel Yan Zi 
Zhao 

赵晏梓

非母语组 Non-Heritage Group 

优秀奖

Special 
Prize 

Natalie Thomas 

李丽

Kabir Bhamra 

释恒觉

Mehar Bhamra 

释恒韵

Lauren loh 

勞濼倫




